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Introduction 

The poster presents the changes in QAP (Quality Assurance Program) as consequence of digitalisation of 
medical facilities. Digitalisation brings many advantages - more comfort for personal use, images are easy 
achievable and transferable to workstation, fine quality images by postprocessing are easily achievable. But 
it must be taken into account that due to simplicity of image make it is sometimes taken more images then 
necessary. There are two possible ways of digitalisation in radiography: to exchange conventional developer 
machine by Computer Radiography (CR), that means to use CR reader and cassette with phosphor plate -
undirect digitalisation or to use special radiography X-ray devices with flat-panel detector - direct 
radiography (DR). 

Purpose 

User of X-ray devices have to follow regulation SONS (State office for Nuclear Safety) 307/2002 Sb. and 
they have duty to perform regularly constancy tests The test should assure the deviation from normal 
procedures early in time, which could lead to worst of image quality or to increase radiation risk to a patient. 
The aim of this work is to set up and find a method how to perform the test with test tools, which are used for 
conventional radiography by now. The reason for it is that these tools are too expensive and therefore must 
be used also for digital system. It must be realised that the test by film-screen techniques is easier than 
digitalisation systems due to daily quality tests of developer machine and evaluation images of quality test 
phantom to result only the changes caused by changing X-ray device parameters. Digitised image is 
influenced by many factors: 

properly function of CR reader 
- quality and response of cassette with phosphor plate 

function of X-ray devices 
- quality of viewer monitor 
- transfer software DICOM, PACS 

Method 

Na Homolce Hospital does not use a developer machine any more except the daylight developer machine for 
mammography films. It has two CR systems: Konica CS-1 reader and Kodak CR 800 reader and DR system 
Revolution XR/d - consists of two individual units one with vertigraph and other with examination table 
both uses image receptor flat panel detector. 

The poster presents only results, way and experiences of performing the tests on X-ray devices with CR 
system (under precondition these are good quality). One must solve these problems: 

setting exposure parameters and tolerances 
setting the reference values of image quality 
preparation of the protocol for constancy tests and its archiving 
verifying the method in praxes 

Main problem is, that response of material of phosphor plate of CR system is absolutely different from 
conventional system at all. There is only one unit, which we can record and which is related to character of 
good exposition (not underexposed or presupposed images) called as exposition index (S value -Konica, EI 
- Kodak). So there were used these values to evaluate, if the X-ray devices has unchangeable input 
parameters. We had to choose one examination and it must be found input parameters of exposure to the 
phantom to gain EI or S value for good exposition (to be in tolerance following producer recommendation). 
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